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ABSTRACT
With networks expanding into all areas of business, both network and security
engineers are finding it more difficult to attend directly to issues. In many cases, a
physical presence is still necessary on site to troubleshoot and identify issues, but on site,
even carrying a bulky laptop is a hindrance.

With today’s advances in embedded

systems, the answer to this problem is presented.

A device running an embedded

Computer on Module was built with a portable footprint, in both size and power
requirements. A device of this type running an operating system like Linux is a powerful
tool. In this project, we built such a device from a Gumstix Overo Computer on Module.
The device is presented in a small form factor, 3” x 5” x 1¼”, with a battery providing
portability. Running OpenEmbedded Linux and equipped with a packet analysis tool,
Wireshark, the device was shown to have the required memory and processing ability to
perform the necessary data collection for network troubleshooting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem
In a large enterprise environment, the network is key, and outages translate to
dollar losses. In order to quickly troubleshoot and repair network links, an engineer
might need to attend directly to the source of the issue. This would require a bulky laptop
or expensive tool. A better alternative would be an inexpensive, portable, yet robust,
analysis device.

1.2 Objective
The objective of the project is to assess the ability of an embedded computer
system to perform network troubleshooting through packet capture.

1.3 Architecture
This project attempts to solve the problem by building a portable network
analyzer from an embedded system.

The embedded system chosen is a Gumstix

Computer on Module paired with an Expansion Board with Ethernet and LCD
capabilities. The CoM runs a customized version of OpenEmbedded Linux, which serves
as a suitable platform for installing the popular packet capture and analysis tool,
Wireshark. The device is then tested in both controlled and production environments.
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1.4 Potential Impact
The aim of this project is to show that a small, portable embedded system can
perform the tasks necessary to troubleshoot network issues. This project will provide
evidence of another area that the embedded system is superior to today’s standard
devices. A successful tool will improve a network engineer’s ability to locate and
remedy issues by greatly improving portability.

1.5 Organization
This thesis presents background on both embedded systems and network
troubleshooting tools in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 consists of the architectural approach to the
problem and the testing of its result. Chapter 4 presents implementation of both the
device and its testing. Chapter 5 presents the results of both controlled and production
tests. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by discussing the results and their impact on
society.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Key Concepts
A network engineer’s job is to maintain and support company wide network
operations. Recently, the network has become integral to more areas of business. In the
office, every user has at least one PC and, with the emergence of IP telephony, a
telephone that each require a network connection. In the plant, production lines are
controlled by a network device. This expansion puts increased strain on engineers as
network owned devices are no longer easily within reach. While software maintenance is
often accessible remotely, hardware issues require physical presence. Often, network
issues manifest themselves invisibly to a remote observer; only a device directly
connected to the ailed network would be able to identify the issue.
Today, this type of troubleshooting is performed with a laptop computer or
expensive tool. In the last few years, embedded systems have taken the forefront of
computer engineering research. Research has yielded huge capabilities from a relatively
small power and size footprint. An entire computer system can be built into a tiny
Computer on Module, or CoM.

These devices often form the basis for today’s

smartphones and PDAs. The same combination of footprint and speed that made the
CoM so popular in the mobile market can be redirected to use in enterprise applications.
A portable device to collect network and security data would create a great deal of
efficiency for engineers in the field.
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2.2 Network Troubleshooting
Since the introduction of the computer network, applications and appliances have
been developed to provide network engineers the ability to analyze and repair network
issues.

As networks have progressed, the tools have as well.

Initially, tools were

marketed toward the physical layer to troubleshoot issues that often arose in cabling.
More recently, tools have been developed to analyze the data link layer. Extensions of
these tools are even able to give insight into higher layer protocols like TCP/IP and even
the application layer. The most popular and useful of these tools is packet capture.

2.2.1 Packet Capture and Analysis
Packet capture is the process of grabbing packets off of the network interface card
(NIC) and storing them in memory. Ordinarily, a network card is designed to only accept
packets destined for its local interface, usually noted by the IP or MAC address of the
interface. In order for packet capture to function, the card has to be able to accept all
incoming packets. This is generally done by putting a network card into promiscuous
mode. The card is then able to accept every incoming packet and, rather than simply
processing packets and providing them to the next layer service, they are stored in
memory.
A NIC set in promiscuous mode will accept any packet that reaches its interface.
This is the paradigm that makes packet capture possible, but, in today’s advanced
network environment of intelligent switches, only packets destined specifically for the
capture device are visible. A number of techniques have arisen to work around this issue.
In an article by researchers at Berne University of Applied Science, the possible solutions
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are detailed [10]. The first solution takes a step backward in network technology and
replaces a network switch with a hub. The hub is a dumb device that forwards all traffic
out all interfaces, excluding the ingress interface. This solution is simply not feasible in a
production network. For their project, the researchers chose a solution called a “tap”
which is an inline adapter that allows all data crossing the wire to be redirected to a
capture interface. This solution works well if only one device is being monitored, or if
extremely low latency is required. In a corporate network environment, the solution lies
with the enterprise switches themselves.

Most current enterprise switches are

manageable and allow for “port mirroring”. Setting up a managed switch with a mirror
port allows a packet capture device to view traffic on each and every interface on the
attached switch. Often by choosing the correct switch, a network analyzer is granted
access to traffic traversing the entire environment.
In many systems, packet capture is accomplished through the use of a pCap
library [11]. In UNIX based systems, this is generally libpcap. In Windows, it is
commonly WinPCap. Many programs have been developed using these technologies.
While packet capture is a useful technology, it has little value to the engineer until
the data is decoded and analyzed. Many tools have been developed utilizing libraries like
libpcap. As early as 1992, research groups began using tools like tcpdump to gather
packet information and decode it for analysis. A group at GE R&D used tcpdump to
gather packet data and perform protocol level analysis [8]. A great deal of information
was gathered about the traffic flowing across their corporate networks, particularly
statistics related to protocols and applications. In a 2010 article, a group of researchers
ventured to develop an application for analyzing network flow and identifying network
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intrusion, a network “sniffer” [11].

The capabilities of the software included

identification of network attacks, and even detection of other “sniffers”.

2.2.2 Wireshark
Today, the leading packet capture software is the Wireshark application written by
Gerald Combs [2]. Wireshark was developed in 1998 as Ethereal, and is maintained as
open source software by some 500 authors. The tool relies on tcpdump for its packet
capture, but provides a robust analysis front end with protocol identification and analysis.
Wireshark is often used by network engineers in a small office network as well as the
corporate data center. The Wireshark application runs processes in the background to
perform the underlying data retrieval. One of these processes is Dumpcap, which relays
data from the network card directly to disk [13]. Wireshark then retrieves the saved data
and performs its analysis to provide to the user. Wireshark also provides the capabilities
of a text only packet capture tool with tshark. Tshark can be used in systems without
displays or with low resolution displays. A screenshot is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of Wireshark GUI

Wireshark can be used to troubleshoot a malfunctioning network device. For
example, assume a printer running BOOTP or DHCP is having difficulties obtaining a
network address. A Wireshark instance can be started on a port mirrored from the ailed
device’s port. As the device begins to boot, all outgoing packets are captured and
displayed by Wireshark. By following the packet flow, some simple understanding of
DCHP requests should highlight the cause of the malfunction.
Wireshark could also be used in the network core to investigate packet loss and
congestion issues. An example might involve a core switch passing traffic from email
management servers and clients. Clients might one day complain of connectivity issues
to their mail servers. A mirror port configured on the core switch and a short Wireshark
session could reveal any number of issues. This particular example was resolved when it
7

was noted that for every TCP packet destined for the email servers was accompanied by a
duplicate packet as noted by Wireshark. A network loop was found and corrected
improving overall performance for all mail clients, as well as, other traffic following a
similar path.
A research team from the Shandong University of Science and Technology used
Ethereal, the precursor of Wireshark, to investigate network flow and implement flow
controls [9]. Using flow data from Ethereal, the group was able to create Access Control
Lists to better manage the data flow in their network.

2.2.3 Network Analysis Systems
Packet capture technologies like Wireshark have often been integrated with other
network tools into a comprehensive appliance.

Products like “Sniffer Portable”, as

Gilbert Held describes in his 2003 article, aimed to provide powerful tools to network
engineers in a “Portable PC” format [1]. This tool provided standard tools like “Ping”
and “TraceRoute”, but packet capture was its crowning technology. However, even the
“Portable PC” format Held discusses has been replaced by the advent of the Embedded
System.
A group with the Universiti Malaysia Perlis took the same principles of PC and
laptop based tools, but ported them to an embedded system.

PNtMS, or Portable

Network Traffic Monitoring System, was developed as a portable alternative to current
technologies [12]. The device was built on an Embedded Linux distribution called
TSLinux running on a Single Board Computer, or SBC. The project resulted in a small
device that could be easily transported to the area of interest to provide statistics and
analysis.
8

2.3 Embedded Systems
Computing technology has advanced rapidly in its brief history.

The first

computers that filled whole rooms have been replaced by personal computers and Single
Board Computers (SBCs) as referenced by the December 1976 issue of Computer
Magazine [14]. At their introduction, these SBCs were highly revolutionary in due in
part to their form factor but, more importantly, their cost [16]. However, even these
systems are being over taken by specific use systems called Embedded Systems.
Embedded Systems are defined by a specific purpose. Even large computer
systems performing a single task could even be defined as an embedded system. With
today’s advances in technology, particularly the size of computer components, embedded
systems are often built in the smallest of form factors. These systems find uses in
everything from industrial control automation to on location data acquisition.
Researchers have taken to developing System-on-Chip (SoC) devices to provide the
precise amount of functionality and power required by the particular system.

SoC

devices stem from the improvement in manufacturing size of processors. Since the
processor no longer requires the whole chip area, all the required peripheral devices can
be built onto one single chip creating a SoC [15]. Where a SoC is built as an all-in-one
package for a particular application, a Computer-on-Module (CoM) is built to offer
general purpose functionality on a single board.

2.3.1 Computer on Module
The CoM is an extension of the original Single Board Computer idea developed
by Intel in the 1970’s, but with a few advances on the way. The CoM is built to provide a
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full computer system on a single board. CoMs have found uses in areas that require low
power, small size, and the flexibility provided by the general purpose processor.
Researchers have seen the CoM’s ability to adapt to the harshest of conditions and they
are even being included in aerospace applications.

A group of researchers with

Honeywell prototyped a CubeSat, a miniature satellite of approximately 1 liter volume,
using Commercial-Off-The-Shelf CoMs and proved the feasibility of such devices to the
acceptance of the US Army for flight testing [17]. CoMs can range in size, but some of
the smallest are built by a company called Gumstix.

2.3.2 Gumstix
Gumstix claims “the tiniest, lowest cost Linux computer available” in an Oct.
2008 press release about one of its most recent products, the Overo Earth [6]. Running a
version of Linux, OpenEmbedded, the Gumstix CoMs are a full computer with nearly the
processing power of today’s lower-end personal computers. These CoMs have been used
to solve many issues.
Researchers at Radford University found a great deal of usefulness in the compact
form factor of the Gumstix device. They endeavored to develop “A Security Monitoring
System for Information Assurance, Analysis, and Survivability of Network Hazards” or
SMASH [7]. In this project, a device with packet capture capabilities was placed on each
network.

Each of these devices was trained to monitor their assigned network for

security violations and report back to a central server via wireless. The application would
then relay a command to adjacent networks to block traffic and effectively isolate an
attacker to a single subnet. This group chose the Gumstix for its small size and low cost.
On each of these Gumstix devices, the tool tcpdump is used to capture packets. Tcpdump
10

is the base for the Wireshark tool. The tool used for analyzing and identifying security
threats is Snort, another packet capture and analysis tool. This group chose Gumstix for
their size and capabilities, and it provided the basis for a complete and working system.

2.3.3 Portable Data Acquisition
In a paper presented at ICACC 2010, a group of researchers at Tianjin University
used an ARM processor based system, similar to the Gumstix, to analyze and investigate
issues with industrial centrifuges [3]. This group used an ARM based computer to
implement a portability element to their analysis system. The portable device, referred to
as the “lower” computer in the article, is designed to collect data at the source of concern
and return data to the host computer for analysis. This project resulted in a safety
assurances previously absent, and even provided reasonable accuracy. The research of
this group gives evidence to the portability of small embedded systems like the Gumstix.
Gumstix and other CoMs are often given notice due to their ability to handle
network connectivity. Wireless sensor networks are popular due to the small form factor
of the CoM. One researcher even used a similar system to monitor devices on an
industrial Local Area Network. With an ARM based embedded system, Gan-Ping Li of
Nanching University developed a system to interface with devices on an industrial
computer network with packet capture techniques described in earlier sections [4]. A
Master student at Virginia Tech realized the potential of the embedded systems running
today’s smartphones. Smartphones are inherently portable, and the student used this
property to build a network performance testing system utilizing both wireless and
Ethernet connections [5]. The system was successful in providing a portable network
performance monitoring tool.
11

3. ARCHITECTURE

3.1 High Level Design
To build a Portable Network Analyzer, a suitable embedded Computer on Module
was chosen and loaded with appropriate software. Once the configured, the device is
tested in a controlled environment and finally in the distribution layer of an enterprise
production environment.

A high-level diagram of the use of the Portable Network

Analyzer is shown in Figure 2. The analyzer is connected to an Ethernet network to
monitor traffic.

Figure 2: Overview of Portable Network Analyzer Connected to Ethernet Network
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3.2 Device
For its power and expandability, the Gumstix Overo Water is paired with the
Chestnut43 expansion board and 4.3” touchscreen.

This setup provides portability

through its small size and touchscreen, processing power through its 720 MHz processor
and 256 MB of RAM, and capability with its integrated Ethernet interface.

Fully

assembled with a case, the device measures 3”x5”x1-1/4” and fits in the palm of one’s
hand. For maximum portability, the device is equipped with a battery.

3.3 Network Tools
With these specifications, the device is loaded with powerful tools normally found
on the console of a network engineer. While standard tools like Ping and TraceRoute are
installed, the success of this tool relies on its ability to monitor network traffic and
analyze network protocols. Wireshark provides detailed insight into the network being
examined. Packets can either be analyzed individually or as a whole for higher level
statistics about network protocols and usages.

3.4 User Interface
To make these tools readily accessible to the user, the Open Embedded
distribution is installed with the Matchbox user interface. Each tool is accessed via a
command line script. A virtual keyboard is also included to allow the user to interact
with the tools. Wireshark is run in its command line form, tshark, due to the low
resolution nature of the Gumstix’s attached touchscreen. A screenshot is shown in Figure
3.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of tshark Packet Capture
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4. IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Device Setup
A Gumstix device arrives in two pieces, the embedded CoM and the Expansion
Board. The embedded CoM contains all of the processing power and memory for the
device. The Expansion board connects the various peripherals to the CoM by two 70-pin
connectors and allows for additional functionality through a 40-pin expansion header.
The complete device is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Hardware Setup Complete

4.1.1 Expansion Board Setup
The Expansion Board chosen for this project is a Chestnut43 and an
accompanying 4.3” LCD monitor. First, the connection must be made from the LCD to
15

the Expansion Board via a ribbon cable. The receptacle on the Expansion Board is
clicked into the open setting and the ribbon cable is inserted. The ribbon cable is then
secured by returning the receptacle to the locked setting.

4.1.2 Computer on Module Setup
The CoM connects via two 70-pin connectors on the expansion board. The CoM
will only fit when attached in one direction as indicated by the white outline on the
expansion board.

The CoM is aligned with the outline and connectors and finally

snapped into place. The CoM can be seen connected to the expansion board in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Rear View of Device with CoM

4.1.3 Initial Power-On
The 5v wall adapter is then connected to the power port on the expansion board.
The device begins to load the factory loaded operating system on the system NAND. The
16

Overo logo is shown and the operating system is booted. The touchscreen is calibrated
and the device will continue.

4.1.4 Case Design
The expansion board has pre-drilled holes in each corner for mounting into a case.
A case was devised from two sheets of 3” by 5” Plexiglas. The sheets of Plexiglas were
to sandwich the Expansion Board and protect its connections while allowing a surface to
mount the touchscreen, as shown in Figure 6. The mounting holes were measured and
drilled on each sheet of Plexiglas. One sheet was to be mounted between the screen and
Expansion Board, so with proper alignment, an adjoining row of small holes were drilled
and smoothed to accommodate the ribbon cable. The case was completed with four small
screws each paired with a spacer, a standard washer, a rubber washer, and a nut. Each
corner of the screen was secured by tightening the rubber washer against the screen as
shown in Figure 7. The case brings the devices to a size of 3” wide by 5” long and 1¼”
tall. The final product can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 6: Case Side View

Figure 7: Case Top View
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4.1.5 Battery Setup
The device requires between 3v and 6v to power itself.

6v of power was

accomplished by combining four AA batteries in series. The batteries are contained in a
case with a two-wire lead and on/off switch. The Expansion Board’s 40-pin header
includes both VBATT, at pin 40, and VGND, at pin 1. The red lead connects to the
VBATT pin and the black lead connects to the VGND pin as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Battery Attachment

4.2 Device Configuration
The Gumstix CoM runs a version of the OpenEmbedded Linux Distribution. The
actual deployed distribution is configured to contain only specific packages.

The

OpenEmbedded Linux Distribution used is Angstrom which provides support for small
form factor touchscreen interfaces.
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4.2.1 Build Environment
OpenEmbedded distributions are built using a tool called BitBake. BitBake runs
on Linux systems, so a virtual machine running Ubuntu 10.10 was provisioned. The VM
was provisioned with 2GB of RAM and 50GB of HDD space. Initial programs were
installed as suggested by the Overo documentation. The OpenEmbedded repository was
loaded into a directory called overo-oe and the Overo specific code was checked out into
the same directory. BitBake was installed in the overo-oe directory under bitbake from
the BitBake repository. A test BitBake recipe was run to ensure all requirements were
satisfied.

4.2.2 BitBake Setup
A BitBake recipe was developed to include only the required packages. The
deployed distribution is a variant on the standard omap3-palmtop-image. The standard
image contains the required packages to build the standard OS as well as the Matchbox
UI. The deployed image ignores packages that would normally be installed including
productivity tools like calendar and contacts, but includes an install of Wireshark; see
Appendix A for full recipe.

4.2.3 Running BitBake
The distribution is built using the BitBake command. The command is of the
form “bitbake <image_name>”. In running this command each required package is
downloaded, compiled, and configured. Once the command completes, the files are left
in the “wrk” directory under the particular architecture for which the distribution was
built. Figure 9 shows a running BitBake build command on the build VM.
20

Figure 9: BitBake Build on VM

4.2.4 Loading the OS
The OS is loaded to the device from a bootable SD card.

The SD card is

partitioned in two, the first partition contains the boot files and the Linux kernel and the
second contains the root file system. Three files are required on the boot partition, MLO,
uboot.bin, and u-Image. The MLO file configures some system variables and I/O pins
and loads uboot.bin. The “uboot.bin” file is the boot loader, some minimal configuration
can be done here, but none is necessary for this project. The uImage file contains the
Linux kernel. The second partition contains only the root file system. The boot files are
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copied directly from the wrk directory on the build system to the boot partition, and the
root file system is extracted from a TAR file on to the file system partition.

4.2.5 Booting from SD Card
The bootable SD card is loaded into the slot on the CoM and power is reapplied.
The device then boots from the SD card.

The initial load requires a touchscreen

calibration and initial setup. Subsequent boots will retain all settings. Once in the OS,
the user will be able to perform tasks from shortcuts on the home screen. The loading
screen is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: OS Loading Screen
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4.2.6 Configuring Peripherals
Initially, the distribution has certain peripherals turned off in configuration files.
The one used by this project is the eth0 interface. This must be enabled by removing the
comments from a few lines in the /etc/network file as shown in Appendix B.

4.3 Tool Configuration
The custom distribution contains all of the appropriate tools, but these tools must
be configured and augmented to make them useful to the user.

4.3.1 Wireshark
Upon first boot, Wireshark was installed, but had missing dependencies. These
dependencies were fulfilled by reinstalling Wireshark from the OpenEmbedded
repositories.

Wireshark consists of four packages, wireshark-wireshark, wireshark-

tshark, wireshark-data, and libwireshark. Each of these packages were uninstalled via an
opkg command, “opkg remove <package_name>”, and reinstalled with another opkg
command, “opkg install <address_of_install_files>”.
With this reinstall, Wireshark began to function properly. With the “wireshark”
command on the UNIX command line, the Wireshark interface opened and with a tap of
a stylus, the program began capturing packets. Unfortunately, Wireshark is meant to run
on high-resolution displays, so the GUI Wireshark is not suitable for this application.
The command-line version, tshark, can be easily scripted.

The tshark command is

detailed and explained in Appendix C as it applies to this thesis. The terminal interface
with the beginnings of a tshark command is shown in Figure 11. Packet capture is a very
memory and CPU intensive application and its effect on the system was determined in
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testing. The output of a capture session can then be transferred to and read by any device
with a Wireshark instance.

Figure 11: Terminal and Keyboard with tshark Command

4.4 Controlled Testing
The controlled test is implemented in the laboratory environment with multiple
PCs and devices connected to a central switch and router, but disconnected from the
production LAN. A network diagram is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Test Network in JBHT 244 Educational Lab

The router helps segment the traffic from the production LAN and there is the
capability to completely disconnect from the production LAN.

The corresponding

experiments are setup with the network isolated from the production LAN. Three PCs,
running the Knoppix distribution of Linux, are booted, one for ssh access to the device
and two for test setup, and given IP addresses. The Portable Network Analyzer is also
connected to the central switch on a port configured to mirror all other ports. Figure 13
shows the device connected via an Ethernet cable.
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Figure 13: Device Connected via Ethernet Cable

4.4.1 tshark Capture of standard ICMP packets
In this test, the analyzer is connected to the laboratory switch under very low
network usage. The device is assigned a local IP address. A PC on the same local
network is also assigned an address in the same subnet. The PC performs a set of Ping
based tests against the device’s IP address. For each test, tshark was started via SSH and
the results stored to disk. Upon completion, the tshark session was ended. Figure 14
shows a screenshot of tshark running under SSH during testing.
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Figure 14: tshark Running on Device over SSH

For each test, the relevant statistic is packet loss percentage, Loss %. Loss % is
the number of packets lost with respect to the total number of ICMP packets sent and
total number of response packets. By monitoring the device’s system statistics, its
performance under stress can be quantified.
The first test requires a large number of packets, 50,000, to be sent directly to the
device at an interval of 0 seconds. Loss % is gathered, as well as device statistics
including memory and CPU counters. Memory and CPU data is chronicled by the vmstat
tool. This test requires a total of 10 runs. The second ICMP test attempts to strain the
system with 5,000,000 ping packets at an interval of 0 seconds. The same statistics used
in test 1 are captured. This test requires 3 total attempts.

4.5 Production Testing
The production test will be done at a distribution switch on the Tyson Foods
corporate network. Tests here will be to determine the limits of the device’s capabilities
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in a real-world environment. The device’s performance will be compared to the network
utilization at the time of the trial.

4.5.1 Memory and Processing Limitations
For this test, the device is connected to a core switch configured to duplicate all
packets through the device’s interface. In this setup, every packet incoming to the switch
is output to the portable network analyzer, including those that are destined for another
port. This test consists of starting the tshark application on the eth0 interface and running
for a possible 2 hours, or until the program exits or the device crashes.

Interface

utilization statistics will also be captured for the test intervals. The number of total
accepted packets is limited to 10,000,000. The total number of packets captured and lost
will be noted for each of 3 trials.
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5. ANALYSIS

5.1 Controlled Testing
In a controlled environment the device performed as desired. Under moderate
load, the device was able to capture and record greater than 99.6% of ping packets. With
a heavier load, the device was still able to capture just less than 90% of incoming and
outgoing packets. The results of these tests show the device’s ability to perform its
required functions under simulated network loads.

5.1.1 tshark Capture of standard ICMP packets
ICMP packet capture tests consisted of two types, moderate load and heavy load.
The moderate load test required 50,000 packets to be sent to the device at the fastest rate
possible for the Linux “ping” command. Both incoming and outgoing packets were
captured on the device, so a total of 100,000 packets were expected. For each of trial, the
device was set to capture only ICMP packets and vmstat was set to poll system statistics
every 2 seconds. In each of ten tests, the device averaged 99616.4 packets captured on
the interface, leaving an average of 383.6 in the dropped category. This results in an
Average Loss % of .38%. This test gives proof to the device’s ability to perform under
moderate loads, providing the desired functionality and performance to the end user.
Individual trial results are shown in Figure 15.
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Test

Trial
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 AVG

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ICMP Packets
Packets Expected Packets Captured Packets Lost
Loss %
50000
100000
99642
358
50000
100000
99678
322
50000
100000
99629
371
50000
100000
99615
385
50000
100000
99649
351
50000
100000
99663
337
50000
100000
99634
366
50000
100000
99682
318
50000
100000
99446
554
50000
100000
99526
474
50000
100000
99616.4
383.6

0.36%
0.32%
0.37%
0.39%
0.35%
0.34%
0.37%
0.32%
0.55%
0.47%
0.38%

Figure 15: Packet Statistics – Test 1
For each trial, the memory and CPU utilization was also monitored. Figure 16
shows the memory and CPU utilization over the course of one trial. The system averaged
39MB of free memory and 24% CPU utilization. Over the course of 10 trials, the free
memory got progressively smaller, but even during the final trial, free memory averaged
over 3MB. The average CPU usage of 24% with peaks as high as 50% allows the device
room to handle larger network loads.

Figure 16: System Statistics – Test 1

The second test simulated a heavy network load with 5,000,000 packets destined
for the device in rapid succession. Again, both incoming and outgoing packets were
captured resulting in a total of 10,000,000 packets. For each of three instances, the
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device was set to capture only ICMP packets and vmstat was set to poll system statistics
every 2 seconds. Corresponding directly to the higher network load, the device was only
able to capture an average of 88.7% of packets, resulting in an Average Loss % of 11.3%.
Figure 17 shows the statistics of all three trials.
Test

Trial
2
2
2

1
2
3
AVG

ICMP Packets
Packets Expected Packets Captured Packets Lost
Loss %
5000000
10000000
8906847
1093153
5000000
10000000
8948427
1051573
5000000
10000000
8757413
1242587
5000000
10000000
8870895.667
1129104.333

10.93%
10.52%
12.43%
11.29%

Figure 17: Packet Statistics – Test 2
Figure 18 shows the memory and CPU utilization over the course of one trial.
The system averaged 11MB of unused memory and 56% CPU utilization. The high
memory and CPU utilization corresponds to the higher network utilization. As tshark
began to capture packets, memory usage increased steadily until it reached its maximum
leaving 3-4MB of memory available for use. CPU utilization immediately rose to near its
average level of 56% and, at times of greater utilization, spiked to almost 100%.

Figure 18: System Statistics – Test 2
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5.2 Production Testing
In the production environment the Portable Network Analyzer was able to
perform its required function and capture network packets for analysis. An interesting
correlation arises between the utilization, and effective data rate, of the port being
mirrored and the packet capture rate of the device.

One system limitation was

discovered, but a workaround is available.

5.2.1 Memory and Processing Limitations
In this test, the device was attached to a port configured to mirror all packets in
and out of the ingress port of the distribution switch. This setup attempts to maximize the
data flow and to simulate a real monitoring situation. This setup could be used to track
down problematic packet flows in and out of the specific subnet controlled by the
distribution switch.
The device was able to process and capture amounts of data corresponding
directly to the size of the packets captured. The memory and processor considerations,
while significant, were not enough to cause the device or application to fail. However
due to the FAT32 format of the filesystem partition on the SD card, the device was only
able to capture 2 GB of packets in a single file. This issue can be resolved by updating
the tshark command to separate capture sessions into multiple files.
The test consisted of three trials. Each of these trials was performed at different
time intervals, one early morning, one mid-morning, and one mid-afternoon.

The

difference in network utilization and data requirements led to large differences in the
resulting packet capture. Figure 19 shows the interface utilization of the port being
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mirrored to the monitor port for each of the three intervals as well as the total number of
packets as measured by the enterprise monitoring tool, StatSeeker.

Pkts = 2.5M(Rx) + 2.7M(Tx)

Pkts = 14.4M(Rx) + 2.7M(Tx)

Pkts = 5.2M(Rx) + 3.2M(Tx)

Figure 19: Interface Utilization and Packet Count
The three intervals show characteristic differences in utilization at different times
of day. This utilization results in differing packet counts and sizes. For each time
interval, the effective packet loss rate is shown in Figure 20. The loss rate corresponds to
the average utilization of the link. In trial 1, the utilization averaged about .2% of a
Gigabit link, or 2 Megabits/second, and peaked at approximately 1%, or 10 Mbps. The
same trial showed very low packet loss at just less than 10%, but also a lower number of
total packets at approximately 5.3M. The second trial showed much higher packet loss,
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approximately 56%, corresponding to an average of 2-3% link utilization, or 20 to 30
Mbps, with bursts of over 8%, or 80 Mbps, and a packet total of over 15M. The final
trial showed moderate average utilization at 1% and packet count at 7M which resulted in
moderate packet loss of approximately 28%.

The results of this trial point to a

relationship between interface utilization, including packet size and count, and the packet
capture performance of the device likely due to the capabilities of the device’s embedded
Ethernet card.
Trial Start Time End Time Packets Visible Captured
Dropped
Loss %
1
7:47 AM
9:22 AM
5301004
4792818
508186
9.59%
2
9:24 AM 10:43 AM
15052101
6698225
8353876
55.50%
3
2:50 PM
3:30 PM
6619126
4798780
1820346
27.50%

Figure 20: Packet Statistics – Production Test
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary
Built from a Computer-on-Module, the Portable Network Analyzer was a success.
The completed device had a size of 3” wide by 5” long and 1¼” tall. Running the
Angstrom Distribution of OpenEmbedded Linux, the device is equipped with
functionality and power. Through some customization and addition, the operating system
was built with the tools required to perform the required functionality. It also boasts a
4.3” touchscreen and an attached battery pack consisting of 4 AAs. While these elements
were not fully used, this thesis presents them as a framework for future advancement.
Through testing, the Portable Network Analyzer has proven its ability to perform
the required functionality to analyze and monitor networks through packet capture. With
this ability, the device is suitable for use in a production troubleshooting environment.
Under simulated moderate loads, the device performed admirably capturing over 99% of
incoming and outgoing packets while maintaining moderate memory and CPU usage.
Under simulated heavy loads, the device also performed well by capturing almost 89% of
incoming and outgoing packets. In a production environment the device’s performance
was directly related to the utilization of the interface being mirrored. While, the device
did perform poorly, greater than 50% Loss %, under extremely high data rate, greater
than 80 Mbps, it performed well under more moderate conditions.

6.2 Contributions
The Portable Network Analyzer develops understanding of capabilities in the field
of Embedded Computing through Computer on Modules. General purpose systems can
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be used, not only in miniature form factor systems, but much like today’s personal
computers in all areas of industry. The Portable Network Analyzer, with some further
development, provides a suitable platform for an appliance to provide a portable and
robust network monitoring and troubleshooting tools to the network engineering industry.

6.3 Future Work
This thesis accomplished an evaluation the Gumstix Embedded Computer on
Module and associated peripherals as a portable solution for monitoring and
troubleshooting networks. However, given the device’s general purpose nature, this is
just the beginning of applicability to the field of portable network analysis. The same
principles evaluated in this thesis could be applied to a Gumstix system, or any other
CoM, with wireless capabilities. Tools like Kismet can be used to evaluate wireless
network performance including wireless survey via signal strength mapping.
Unfortunately, the full feature set provided by this Gumstix implementation was
not effectively used. The touchscreen interface was not used to its fullest potential; A
GUI should be programmed to provide easy access to the tools provided as well as
configuration settings.

The battery pack should have been examined further with

possible replacement by a voltage regulated Lithium Ion battery pack.
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A. BITBAKE RECIPE
require omap3-console-image.bb
SPLASH ?= "psplash"
IMAGE_INSTALL += " \
angstrom-gpe-task-apps \
angstrom-gpe-task-base \
angstrom-gpe-task-settings \
angstrom-x11-base-depends \
wireshark \
classpath-gtk \
kismet \
kernel-modules \
nmap \
${SPLASH} \
xlsfonts \
xrefresh \
"
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B. DEVICE CONFIGURATION – ETC/NETWORK/INTERFACES FILE

# /etc/network/interfaces -- configuration file for ifup(8),
ifdown(8)
# The loopback interface
#
auto lo
iface lo inet loopback
#
# Wired interfaces
#
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet dhcp
#iface eth1 inet dhcp
#
# Wireless interfaces
#

… file truncated.
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C. TSHARK COMMAND
tshark –i [interface] –c [max packet count] –f [filter]

The tshark command is run from the Linux command line. A number of command line
switches are available, but only three were needed for this Thesis.

-i [interface]: The –i switch, when paired with a valid interface, forces tshark to start
capturing on the specified interface.

-c [max packet count]: The –c switch starts tshark with an upper limit on total number of
packets to capture

-f [filter]: The –f switch provides the tshark program with a capture filter. The capture
filter forces tshark to ignore packets that do not match. The capture filter is in libpcap
syntax.
Commands used by Test
Lab Tests:
tshark –i eth0 –c 10,000,000 –f “icmp”
Production Tests:
tshark –i eth0 –c 10,000,000
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